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Abstract
Background: Computational discovery of transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) is a challenging
but important problem of bioinformatics. In this study, improvement of a Gibbs sampling based
technique for TFBS discovery is attempted through an approach that is widely known, but which
has never been investigated before: reduction of the effect of local optima.

Results: To alleviate the vulnerability of Gibbs sampling to local optima trapping, we propose to
combine a thermodynamic method, called simulated tempering, with Gibbs sampling. The resultant
algorithm, GibbsST, is then validated using synthetic data and actual promoter sequences extracted
from Saccharomyces cerevisiae. It is noteworthy that the marked improvement of the efficiency
presented in this paper is attributable solely to the improvement of the search method.

Conclusion: Simulated tempering is a powerful solution for local optima problems found in
pattern discovery. Extended application of simulated tempering for various bioinformatic problems
is promising as a robust solution against local optima problems.

Background
One of the most important and challenging problems in
post-genomic stage of bioinformatics is the automated
TFBS discovery [1]; computational identification of
potential binding sites in upstream region of genes, which
is a necessary step to understand the regulatory network
within the living cell. These binding sites can be identified
as over-represented and over-preserved short segments in
the upstream sequences by means of a local alignment. In
this problem, local alignments are usually assumed to be
gapless and can be represented by a number of starting
points in the input sequences. Apparently, this is a multi-
variate optimization problem.

Optimization problems with large numbers of parameters
are generally prone to the problem of local optima, and

discovery of TFBS (and any pattern with biological impor-
tance) is no exception. In particular, one of the most
promising types of stochastic pattern discovery methods
in terms of its flexibility and wide range of application,
generically called Gibbs sampling [2], is known to be
rather strongly affected by the local optima problem [3].
In theory, the stochastic nature of Gibbs sampling is pre-
sumed to prevent it from becoming trapped completely in
a local optimum. In practice, because of the strong distur-
bance from local optima, Gibbs sampling requires initial
values that are set sufficiently close to the global optimum
for reliable convergence. Practical but inefficient solutions
to this problem are performing numerous independent
Gibbs sampling runs with different initial conditions, or
merely resorting to extremely long runs, hoping that the
global optimum will be attained. In short, Gibbs sam-
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pling has ample room for improvement as a search
method in the solution space.

In pattern discovery and bioinformatics in general,
improvement of search methods in the solution space has
been neither systematic nor satisfactory. The method most
frequently tried is the simulated annealing(SA) [4-6].
Frith et al. [7] tested a few different annealing procedures,
but these resulted in a performance gain of only a few per-
centage points. Improvement of the selection of initial
parameters is of course possible, namely, by a heuristic
approach [8]. However, it is unclear how helpful such
heuristic guidance would be when patterns have much
larger variations.

In general, there has been a real disparity between the lack
of interest in improving the search methods and the
strong interest in creating new models for TFBS discovery.
Moreover, the active introduction of new ideas into this
field is making the disparity even stronger, because many
of the new ideas are related to increasing the number of
parameters. For example, automated phylogenetic foot-
printing [9,10] is a promising way to improve detection
performance, but it involves more parameters than the
conventional methods because it takes the phylogenetic
mutation history and the parameters to model that his-
tory into account (even when the phylogenetic parameters
are not optimized to avoid over-fitting, the situation is
basically the same). There have been many other recent
proposals involving an increased number of parameters in
the model, including the improvement of the background
model by a higher-order Markov model [11], the simulta-
neous optimization of multiple models [12], the intro-
duction of site-site dependence (co-evolution) into the
mutational model of TFBS [13]. There is no guarantee that
improvement of sensitivity and specificity by improved
model and score function always make their score-land-
scape more smooth. Many benefits of sophisticated mod-
els can be easily vanished due to the "dimensional curse"
of the increased number of parameters, unless proper con-
sideration is made for the search method as well.

In this paper, we demonstrate that simulated tempering
(ST) [14], which is one of many proposals from the field
of thermodynamics for the systematic avoidance of local
optima in multivariate optimization problems, is quite
useful for reducing the vulnerability of Gibbs sampling to
local optima. The application of ST to a genetics problem
has already been reported [15]. SA and potential deforma-
tion [16,17], which has already succeeded in other prob-
lems of bioinformatics, are also rooted in the field of
thermodynamics. ST and SA employ a new parameter
called "temperature" T, the introduction of which into a
local-alignment problem has already been reported [18].
The novelty of ST is that it attempts to adjust the value of

T adaptively to the current score of alignments. By chang-
ing T, ST adopts continuously changing search methods
ranging from a fast deterministic-like search to a random-
like search, reducing the possibility of being trapped in
local optima. This principal is schematically shown in Fig.
1. In the present work, we implemented and tested an ST-
enhanced Gibbs sampling algorithm for TFBS discovery,
which we call GibbsST. The validation of our algorithm is
also presented on synthetic test data and promoter
sequences of Saccharomyces cerevisiae.

Results
Gibbs sampling with temperature
In this section, we introduce a temperature, T, into the
"classic" Gibbs sampling algorithm proposed by Law-
rence et al. [2] The details of the algorithm (row selection
order, pseudocount, etc.) will be introduced later along
with the implementation of our algorithm. For simplicity,
it is assumed that all N of input sequences have exactly
one occurrence (the OOPS-model) of the pattern, which
is always Wm bp long, and negative strands are not consid-
ered.

The algorithm holds a current local alignment, A, and a
current PWM (Position Weight Matrix), qi,j, which are iter-
atively updated as a Markov chain until the convergence
to a pattern. The alignment A is represented by the starting
points of aligned segments, xk, which form a gapless
sequence block. The first half of an iterative step is the re-
calculation of elements of the current PWM according to
the current alignment, excluding the k-th row. Then in the
second half of a step, the k-th row of the current alignment
is updated by sampling a new value of xk according to
weights derived from qi,j. Let l(1), l(2), ... denote the entire
sequence of the row to be updated. We set the probability
of the new starting point being x proportional to

where  is the likelihood that the x-th

substring (x ~ x - 1 + Wm -th letters) of the k-th input

sequence comes from the probabilistic model represented

by the current PWM, and  is the likeli-

hood that the same subsequence comes from a totally ran-
dom sequence of the base composition observed for the
entire input, p0,1,2,3 (that is, pG,A,C,T). The T is a positive

value which is the "temperature" of the system. Note that
the computational complexity of the single step of the
optimization is not changed by introducing the tempera-
ture.
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It is easy to see that the above introduced iteration step

maximizes , unless T is

extremely large. Since k circulates all N of input sequences,

this is a maximization of β ∑ ∑ qi,j log(qi,j/pi) after all.

Hence, the Gibbs sampling introduced here has the rela-
tive entropy of the pattern PWM against the background
model as its goal-function (or score) to be maximized,
and so does our algorithm.

However, following the convention of statistical physics,
we refer to TFBS discovery as a minimization of the poten-
tial U, which is currently ( – relative entropy). Because we
are not proposing a new definition of U, we do not evalu-
ate the sensitivity and specificity of our new algorithm. In
principle, the sensitivity and specificity must be independ-
ent from the search method in the limit of large step
number.

When T = β = 1, it is reduced to the classic Gibbs sampling
without the idea of temperature. In this case, there always
is a finite probability of selection of non-optimal x, which
gives rise to the escape from the local minima. However,
the magnitude of the escape probability may not be suffi-
cient for deep local minima, because the probability is
ultimately limited by the pseudocount.

The temperature strongly affects the behavior of the opti-
mization algorithm. It is easy to see that when T is large
enough, the x selection is almost random (T → ∞ means
that the probabilities of all x are 1), and the algorithm is
very inefficient despite the high immunity to the local
minima problem. When T → 0, on the other hand, a very
quick convergence to local minima only results, because
the movement in the solution space is a "steepest-
descent" movement. In simulated annealing, the temper-
ature is initially set to an ideally large value, Th, where
essentially no barrier exists in the potential landscape, and

( / )( ), ( )q pl x i i l x ii
Wm

+ +=
−∏ β

0
1

Principle of simulated temperingFigure 1
Principle of simulated tempering. This figure illustrates a thermodynamic depiction of an optimization problem, the local 
optima difficulty in iterative optimization procedures (shown by solid arrows), and how it can be alleviated by temperature 
level transitions (shown by dashed arrows).
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then slowly lowered. There is a theoretical guarantee that
SA converges to the global minimum when the tempera-
ture decreases slowly enough [19]. However, it is fre-
quently unrealistic to follow the theory because of the
large number of iterations required for annealing.

Temperature scheduling
Simulated tempering is an accelerated version of simu-
lated annealing and has two main features. First, the tem-
perature of the system is continuously adjusted during the
optimization process and may be increased as well as
decreased. Second, the adjustment of temperature is per-
formed without detailed analysis of the potential land-
scape. Temperature control is performed by introducing
the second Markov chain (i.e. a random walk along the
temperature axis) that is coupled with U.

In ST, the temperature of the system takes one of the NT

temperature levels, T0 <T1 <T2 ... <  (usually, it is

required that  ~ Th). During the optimization, the

temperature is updated accordingly to the transition rates,
R, given by a Metropolis-Hastings-like formula:

R(Ti → Ti + 1) ∝ 1/(1 + S+)  (2)

R(Ti → Ti - 1) ∝ S-/(1 + S-),  (3)

where S± is given by

The Zi are a normalizing factor usually called the partition
function of the system, defined as

How should the temperature levels be decided in ST?
Unlike the case of simulated annealing, no conclusive the-
ory or rule is known for the decision of algorithmic
parameters of simulated tempering, except for the require-
ment of small temperature intervals. According to the
equations above, the equilibrium distributions of U
defined for neighboring values of Ti must be overlapped
to ensure finite transition rates between these temperature
levels. This mainly requires small temperature intervals.

The temperature levels must be decided empirically,
which leaves us a vast combination of Ti to explore. How-
ever, considering the success of classic Gibbs sampling
(and our preliminary test, whose data are not shown), we
can safely assume that Th ~ 1 for the current problem.

Moreover, a good starting point has already been pointed
out by Frith et al. [7]. In their paper, they introduced tem-
perature in a manner similar to ours, and reported that a
slight improvement of performance was observed only
when they fixed the temperature to slightly lower than 1.
So, in this paper, we planned to test only five different set-
tings of temperature levels, called TLC1 to 5 (TLC stands
for "Temperature Levels Combination"), as shown in
Table 1. For example, TLC1 must be pretty close to the
already reported condition of fixed T. Then, we extend the
temperature range toward low temperature regime, retain-
ing access to the high-temperature regime by increasing
the temperature interval.

The point of this experimental design is to investigate the
trade-off between small T0 and small temperature interval.
Small T0 lowers |T| and accelerates convergence until the
temperature interval becomes too large for a smooth tran-
sition between temperature levels. The third possibility,
increasing the number of temperature levels, NT, will be
briefly examined in the discussion.

Test code
We implemented our new algorithm, called "GibbsST",
into a C++ code. By default, the code randomly selects 50
local alignments as initial values and starts independent
GibbsST optimization runs from them. The results from
these multiple runs are merged (the alignment with the
largest score for given number of steps is reported) upon
output. It is unrealistic to expect the current version of
GibbsST to reach global optima from the fewer number of
initial values. Also, the merging of multiple runs reduces
the scatter of the resultant convergence profile, which is
useful for evaluating our algorithm.

Test on synthetic data
In this section, our algorithm is tested on various synthetic
test datasets. The performance of our algorithm is evalu-
ated as a function of the temperature settings, and the
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Table 1: Temperature settings for GibbsST: the six TLCs 
(Temperature Level Combinations) tested in this paper.

Name Temperature levels

TLC 1 0.94, 0.95, 0.96, 0.97, 0.98
TLC 2 0.82, 0.86, 0.90, 0.94, 0.98
TLC 3 0.66, 0.74, 0.82, 0.90, 0.98
TLC 4 0.58, 0.68, 0.78, 0.88, 0.98
TLC 5 0.50, 0.62, 0.74, 0.86, 0.98

TLC 6 0.46, 0.58, 0.70, 0.82, 0.94

TLC6 was used only in "Comparison with fixed-T methods".

"Classic" mode: T is always 1
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optimal performance will be compared to that of classic
Gibbs sampling. Such an empirical approach is crucially
important for ST because there is no conclusive theory
regarding the determination of temperature levels of ST.
Basically, our model for synthetic TFBS is the one pro-
posed in the "motif-challenge" problem [20], although
the level of variation, controlled by the number of muta-
tions added to the synthetic consensus sequence, d, is
quite limited by our validation scheme (see Methods).

Since our current goal is to make our algorithm less prone
to the local optima problem, it is highly desirable that the
synthetic datasets are well-characterized in terms of their
global optimum alignment. If the true global optimum in
a dataset (and Wm) is known, a performance coefficient of
the current answer can be defined. In this paper, we use a
performance coefficient based on the segment overlap
between two alignments [20], defined as

where yi is the starting positions of the segments forming
the true global optimum. This is a very effective way to iso-
late the features of the goal-function, the sensitivity and
specificity (schematically, they are relevant to the vertical
depth of basins of Fig. 1), from the efficiency of the search
method itself (this is relevant to efficient movement along
the horizontal axis of the same figure). A local optima
resistant algorithm must show a rapid increase of the aver-
aged performance coefficient, even from randomly given
initial conditions.

With 7 different modes our discovery code was applied to
the synthetic datasets generated under the conditions
shown in Table 2 : TLC1 to 5, classic Gibbs (T = 1.0), and
proposal of Frith et al. (T = 0.9) were compared. To eval-
uate the average performance over various inputs, 100
independent datasets were generated and analyzed for
each condition. The other algorithmic parameters were
the same for all combinations.

Fig. 2 shows a typical time course of the value of score and
T in a GibbsST iteration. This data obtained by TLC5
shows that the transition of temperature levels was
smooth, suggesting that all TLCs tested were appropriate
regarding their temperature intervals. Also, the plot illus-
trates how GibbsST solves the local optima problem; the
optimization process encountered a series of local optima
(shown by arrows), but GibbsST escaped from those local
optima by increasing the temperature for a brief period,
then resumed optimization exploiting the efficiency at
lower temperature.

Fig. 3 shows time course of the average performance coef-
ficient (a plot of the performance coefficient versus the
number of optimization steps) for various algorithm set-
tings. Also, the standard deviation of the performance
coefficient is shown as an error-bar for selected cases. In
all pattern length and pattern variation level tested, the
superiority of the GibbsST algorithm over the classic
Gibbs sampling is vividly shown. The performance coeffi-
cient profile of GibbsST is always above that of classic
Gibbs sampling. In many cases it smoothly converges to
1, which means the global optimum is reached. On the
contrary, in some cases, classic Gibbs sampling shows
extremely poor convergence to the global optimum
because the randomly selected initial values were inap-
propriate for classic Gibbs sampling. There are statistically
significant performance gaps between GibbsST (TLC5)
and classic Gibbs sampling for all of the cases unless step
number is too large (note that the standard error of per-

formance coefficient is 1/  of the error-bars in the

plot).

When T was fixed to 0.9, the performance was signifi-
cantly improved in all cases tested. However, the extent of
performance improvement was always smaller than that
of GibbsST. It is interesting to note that T = 0.9 performed
slightly poorer than TLC2 (the temperature was 0.9 at its
central step).

We can conclude that GibbsST achieves a substantial
improvement in performance over existing Gibbs sam-
pling methods when the pattern length is small and the
pattern-variation level is high. It is difficult to decide the
optimal temperature setting because there is very little dif-
ference in performance among TLC3, 4 and 5, although
TLC5 shows the best performance. For a further perform-
ance improvement, the use of lower T0 than that of TLC5
seems to deserve serious consideration.
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1 1
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Table 2: Characteristics of synthetic datasets.

Condition

Wm = 8, N = 12, Wb = 600 d = 1
Wm = 12, N = 10, Wb = 1000 d = 1
Wm = 12, N = 10, Wb = 1000 d = 2
Wm = 16, N = 10, Wb = 1000 d = 1
Wm = 16, N = 10, Wb = 1000 d = 2
Wm = 12, N = 10, Wb = 1000 d = 3 1

The parameters used for dataset generation in the six synthetic 
conditions: Wm, N, Wb, and d denote the width of the pattern, the 
number of input sequences, the length of the background sequences, 
and the number of mutations in a pattern occurrence, respectively.

1 This was used only in "Comparison with fixed-T methods".
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Comparison with fixed-T methods
Can the fixed-T methods, that is, conventional Gibbs sam-
pling with the temperature fixed to a lower value than 1,
be a substitute for GibbsST? Certainly, temperature reduc-
tion of only 10% showed a considerable performance
improvement in Fig. 3. However, lowering the tempera-
ture is not a universal solution because when the temper-
ature is fixed to an exceedingly low value, sampling based

on the temperature is rather similar to that of the ineffi-
cient steepest descent method. To demonstrate this vul-
nerability of fixed-T methods and the superiority of
GibbsST, several fixed-T methods (T = 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6,
and 0.5) are shown in comparison to the GibbsST algo-
rithm in Fig. 4. A special dataset (Wm = 12, d = 3) was pre-
pared and used in this experiment because a dataset with
a rough score landscape (only a slight difference exists

Score, temperature and their interplayFigure 2
Score, temperature and their interplay. A typical time course of the value of score and T in the GibbsST iteration with 
TLC5.
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Performance coefficient time course for synthetic datasetsFigure 3
Performance coefficient time course for synthetic datasets. Average performance coefficient and its standard devia-
tion (for classic Gibbs sampling and GibbsST with TLC5) for synthetic datasets.
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between the global optimum and noise) is ideal for the
current objective. In addition, a special temperature set
(TLC 6, whose minimum temperature is as low as 0.46) is
used to explore the possibility of lower temperatures. Fig.
4 shows the time-course of the average relative score (not
the performance coefficient) of 100 datasets for various
methods. The score is normalized with respect to the max-
imum score obtained for each dataset. The two insets
show enlarged plots of the first 100 steps and the last 200
steps.

Lowering the temperature seems to be an ideal method to
improve the convergence, as long as the score increase in
the first 100 steps is concerned (left inset): the T = 0.5 set-
ting shows a dramatically fast score increase in this region.
However, the score increase of T = 0.5 eventually slows
down: it is overtaken by T = 0.6 at ~200 steps, and by T =
0.7 at ~700 steps. In general, the greater the performance
of a temperature setting is in the initial phase, the earlier
the score ceases to improve. As a consequence, the scores
of T = 0.5, T = 0.6 and T = 0.7 are stagnant in the final

GibbsST is superior to fixed-T methods for rough score landscapeFigure 4
GibbsST is superior to fixed-T methods for rough score landscape. Time-course of average relative score of a dataset 
obtained by various temperature settings for a special dataset with rough score landscape (Wm = 12, d = 3). The insets are the 
first 100 steps (left) and the last 200 steps (right) of the optimization.
Page 8 of 18
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phase of optimization (right inset) and are perfectly in
reverse order of their performance in the initial stage. The
most probable reason for the fast score increase's subse-
quent performance deterioration is, of course, the local
optima in the search space. Our proposal, GibbsST, is
immune to such a general trend: its performance in the
initial phase is not much poorer than that of best fixed-T
methods, but its score in the final phase is better than any
other setting tested. Considering that a small score differ-
ence may correspond to vastly different alignments in a
rough score landscape of biological sequences, this level
of difference in the final score is more than sufficient to
clarify the superiority of GibbsST over fixed-T methods.

Although fixed-T methods do have simplicity and a lim-
ited usability as a substitute of GibbsST, a crucial problem
exists in employing lowered and fixed temperature in
Gibbs sampling. The temperature dependence of the
behavior of the optimization process, like that shown in
Fig. 4, is quite "nonlinear": there is no way to know the
optimal temperature in advance. For that reason, even if a
fixed-T setting better than GibbsST exists, the fixed-T set-
ting is not likely to be available. The optimal tempera-
ture's possible dependence on characteristics of input
sequences (discussed later) further complicates the situa-
tion, and increases the possibility of exceedingly lowered
temperature. Consequently, the fixed-T method is very
inconvenient as an acceleration method in pattern discov-
ery problems. In addition to the fact GibbsST outperforms
all sampling scheme tested in Fig. 4, it should be empha-
sized that GibbsST is the only method so far that has been
proposed to utilize temperature lower than 0.9 without
damaging the search robustness.

Test on biological data
In this section, we demonstrate the usefulness of our algo-
rithm for making more realistic TFBS predictions.
Although our algorithm was quite effective for synthetic
datasets, the statistical characteristics of natural promoter
sequences may be very different from those assumed for
synthetic datasets. Such a difference may demand further
adjustment of the algorithmic parameters of simulated
tempering (such as the temperature levels) according to
the realistic potential landscape of natural promoters.

We selected six transcription factors of Saccharomyces cere-
visiae for use in this test. There are two main reasons for
this choice. First, very comprehensive information is avail-
able for this eukaryote from the Saccaromyces Cerevisiae
Promoter Databases(SCPD) [21]. The promoter
sequences, the regulatory relationships, and their evi-
dence can be easily obtained from this curated database.

The second reason is related to the characterization of test
data in terms of the global optimum. Using eight real

TFBS of Saccharomyces cerevisiae and their flanking regions
as examples, Friberg et al. [22] compared several different
score-functions with respect to their sensitivity. In their
test, the value of the score-functions were evaluated for all
possible alignments in the flanking region and the rank of
the biologically correct alignment (correct TFBS) was eval-
uated as an index of sensitivity of the score-functions. A
scoring function called MAP (Maximum A posteriori
Probability) yielded rank = 1 for five out of eight exam-
ples. Their definition of MAP was the one used in MDscan
[11], which would be quite close to our current definition
of score-function if it did not use the 3rd-order Markov
model to describe the background sequences. Thus, now
we have a list of transcription factors whose binding-sites
have fairly large possibilities to be the global-optimum in
terms of our current potential function.

The transcription factors we selected, reb1 [23], rap1 [24],
pdr1 [25], mig1 [26], mcm1 [27], and abf1 [28], are intro-
duced in Fig. 5. The other two examples were omitted
because there were too few specific sites (gal4) and too
few known binding sites (mac1) found in SCPD. For each
transcription factor, 48 different datasets with different
window placement were prepared. TFBS in minus strands
were not excluded. According to Friberg et al. [22], the
flanking regions of mcm1 and abf1 sites contain other
sites associated with higher values of the current score
function than the biologically correct binding sites. When
the randomized placement of the window includes these
non-target sites, the result may be an increased level of dif-
ficulty in the reconstruction of mcm1 and abf1 binding
sites (see Method).

The results are shown in Fig. 6 using the same format used
for synthetic datasets. The lower average value of the per-
formance coefficient can be attributed to binding sites of
other transcription factors flanking the target TFBS, corre-
lations in the background, and incompatibility between
the score function and the target TFBS. In the cases of
mcm1 and abf1, the average performance coefficient is
especially low. The alignment snapshots of mcm1 were
closely examined, and we found that the snapshots con-
tain almost as many TTCC----GGAAA- and -TTTCC----
GGAA as the biologically correct motif (TTTCC----
GGAAA). These "phase-shifted-motifs" are considered to
be a major form of local optima related to performance
degradation [2]. When GibbsST was applied, both shifted-
motif and correct-motif were sampled more frequently
(that is how performance coefficient was increased), but
their composition was not improved. It seems that Gibb-
sST is not particularly suitable for solving the shifted-
motif problem. The snapshots of pdr1 were also exam-
ined, but for this case, a totally different pattern of failure
was identified (discussed later). GibbsST was unable to
find any hit in the mig1 datasets, although this cannot be
Page 9 of 18
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attributed to any defect of our algorithm, because, for
these datasets, MEME also completely failed even when
the correct Wm was specified (by the "-w" option).

Still, the performance superiority of GibbsST over classic
Gibbs sampling is clear in a majority of the tested cases.
The general trend of a larger improvement for smaller Wm
and a larger variation among sites is not changed. Also,
the best-performing temperature setting (TLC5) was gen-
erally unchanged from the case of the synthetic dataset.
Although other settings performed best in some cases
(rap1 and abf1), further consideration is required since
some cases also showed a marked degradation of the over-
all performance. When T is fixed to 0.9, the results are
classifiable into two categories. In the first category, which
includes reb1, rap1, and abf1, the performance of T = 0.9
is identical to that in the synthetic datasets: the perform-
ance is better than T = 1.0 and worse than that of TLC2. In

the second category, the result deviates surprisingly from
that observed for synthetic datasets: the performance actu-
ally deteriorated when the temperature was lowered. For
mcm1 and pdr1, encouraging the search algorithm to per-
form locally efficient sampling (by lowering the tempera-
ture) reduces the algorithm's efficiency in a global sense.
A natural interpretation of this phenomenon is that the
datasets of these two TFBS bear an especially complicated
score landscape, which is confirmed later in Fig. 9. The
optimal temperature setting seems to depend strongly on
the characteristics of input sequences, and the adaptive
nature of GibbsST might be an effective solution to allevi-
ate the dependence.

pdr1
It is worthwhile to take a close look at the result for pdr1,
because it is quite different from the results for other tran-
scription factors. The time courses of the relative score and

Characteristics of biological datasetsFigure 5
Characteristics of biological datasets. Characteristics of the datasets made from real Saccharomyces cerevisiae promoters: 
the names of the transcription factors, the sequence logos of their binding sites, and the parameters for the window selection.
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Performance coefficient time course for biological datasetsFigure 6
Performance coefficient time course for biological datasets. Average performance coefficient and its standard devia-
tion (for classic Gibbs sampling and GibbsST with TLC5, except for mcm1 and abf1) for biological datasets.
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performance coefficient in the first 100 steps are shown in
the left and right halves of Fig. 7, respectively. The relative
score is defined as the ratio of the current score to the
score of the biologically correct answer. The plots show a
quick increase of the performance coefficient and relative
score followed by a quick convergence of the relative score
(to ~1.014) and a sudden decrease of the performance
coefficient for GibbsST (TLC3, 4 and 5) only. Slower and
steadier convergences of the relative score (to ~1.002) and
the performance coefficient were observed for classic
Gibbs and GibbsST (TLC1 and 2). Apparently, GibbsST
with appropriate temperature settings found a global opti-
mum that was inaccessible to classic Gibbs sampling,
although the global optimum was not biologically cor-
rect.

abf1
The result for abf1 is also interesting because of the low
performance coefficient. In Fig. 8, alignments obtained
for this case by classic Gibbs sampling and GibbsST are
compared. These are snapshots taken from runs that
yielded the highest scores. These examples show that
GibbsST improves the quality of alignments far more effi-
ciently than classic Gibbs sampling does. Here, GibbsST
requires only 60 steps for the same level of progress,
which requires 1600 steps of classic Gibbs sampling. In

only 400 steps GibbsST achieved an alignment with clear
features of the binding site of abf1 (CGT-----GTGA).

The reason for the low performance coefficient is revealed
by close examination of this alignment. The three seg-
ments marked in the alignment closely resemble the
known abf1 sites, but they have no biological evidence in
SCPD. These biologically non-confirmed sites engender
the large disparity between the high score and low per-
formance coefficient observed for abf1. Nevertheless, the
high efficiency of GibbsST in convergence to a high-qual-
ity alignment is remarkable. We conclude that these data
illustrate the strength of GibbsST in terms of the fast align-
ment improvement. They also show the limit of our cur-
rent validation scheme in terms of the dependence on the
"correct" answer.

Temperature setting
The local optima dependence of optimization algorithms
can also be analyzed as initial value dependence. An index
of initial value dependence is the ratio of "successful" ini-
tial values to all initial values tested for a condition. This
index is connected directly to the number of (random)
initial values required (that is, roughly proportional to the
CPU-time required) for finding one pattern in the solu-
tion space. We define the initial value as "successful"

Detail of the result for the transcription factor pdr1Figure 7
Detail of the result for the transcription factor pdr1. Time course of the value of score (left) and performance coeffi-
cient (right) obtained by GibbsST iteration for the dataset of transcription factor pdr1 (the first 100 steps).
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Detail of the result for the transcription factor abf1Figure 8
Detail of the result for the transcription factor abf1. Alignment snapshots for abf1 obtained using GibbsST and the clas-
sic Gibbs sampling algorithms. Note that the underlined segments have no biological evidence despite of their clear features of 
abf1 binding sites.
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Initial value dependence improved by GibbsSTFigure 9
Initial value dependence improved by GibbsST. Fraction of initial values from which different algorithms and tempera-
ture settings were successful in our experiment.
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when a run started from an initial value reaches 99% of
the score of the known global optimum (or biologically
correct answer) at somewhere before 1600 steps.

The resultant index for synthetic TFBS is shown in the
upper half of Fig. 9. Unlike the plots of the performance
coefficient profile, these data show that the optimal tem-
perature setting is not necessarily TLC5. It depends on the
input sequence characteristics. For two conditions, TLC3
was optimal. For Wm = 16, d = 2, TLC1 was optimal in
terms of the local minima resistance. The "classic" algo-
rithm was optimal for Wm = 16, d = 1, but the difference
between the "classic" algorithm and TLC1 was small. For
these Wm = 16 cases, the overall performance improve-
ment of TLC3,4, and 5 shown in Fig. 3 derives mainly
from the lower average temperature (quick convergence to
the nearest local optimum), which is only a side effect of
GibbsST. These cases illustrate the necessity for more
sophisticated temperature settings, but GibbsST exhibits
better overall performance than the classic method even
for these cases, as shown by data of the performance coef-
ficient.

As shown in the lower half of Fig. 9, TLC5 showed the
greatest effect of alleviating the initial value dependence
for biological test data. For reb1 and rap1, the situation
tested was too easy to differentiate TLCs. For abf1, the data
is not really reliable for the reason introduced in the pre-
vious section. It is noteworthy that the magnitude of
enhancement of "successful" initial values was remarka-
bly large for some conditions. For example, in the case of
pdr1, GibbsST requires only one-fourth of the initial val-
ues of those required for classic Gibbs sampling (even
greater enhancement was observed for the two synthetic
cases). Our conclusion for temperature settings is as fol-
lows. The temperature setting TLC5 is the optimal selec-
tion when Wm < 12 and large levels of pattern variation are
expected. In such a case, a possibly lower minimum tem-
perature than that of TLC5 should be considered for fur-
ther performance improvement (as in TLC6).
Temperature settings TLC3, TLC4 and TLC5 will work well
for longer and rigid patterns (The precise best among
these selections depends on input data). When Wm ≥ 16,
TLC5 remains the best selection, but a better temperature
setting should be devised for these cases regarding the ini-
tial value dependence. Alternatively, GibbsST should be
tested for Wm = 16 test data with larger pattern variations.

Discussion
The performance of computational TBFS discovery can be
enhanced by means of improvement of the search
method in its own right. We assumed that a good search
method must have resistance to local optima, to yield
solution of better quality in fewer iterative steps. We also
assumed that a good search method must not be strongly

sensitive to the initial values. These goals were realized
and demonstrated by our new algorithm, GibbsST. In the
long run, this approach frees up computational resources
for more biologically appropriate modeling of TFBS.

Many functions should be added to GibbsST. For exam-
ple, non-OOPS occurrence models, better background
models and automatic adjustment or scanning of Wm are
important. There is no fundamental difficulty in incorpo-
rating these functions into GibbsST. The standard method
of estimation of the P-value [2,29] can also be imple-
mented with ease, because the standard model and score
definition is used in GibbsST.

Although we employed the relative entropy in the present
work, there is a wide range of possible score functions to
be combined with GibbsST. Because it is independent of
the biological model, GibbsST only requires evaluation of

for its Gibbs sampling section, and the partition function,
Z, for its temperature selection section. Any U is compati-
ble with ST because evaluation of U is a totally encapsu-
lated part of the algorithm. However, it should be noted
that the concern about the computational complexity of
the score function is reduced because of the substantial
improvement of efficiency by ST. We can now employ
score functions with more complex representation of bio-
logical specificity of binding sites. We are especially inter-
ested in rareness-based score functions [30], because of
their improved biological sensitivity and relatively heavy
computational burden.

Lower minimum temperatures and more sophisticated
temperature scheduling should be tested, especially when
GibbsST is applied to long rigid patterns. One trivial pos-
sibility that should be addressed is increasing NT, that is,
the use of numerous small temperature steps. The prob-
lem with this simple idea is that temperature adjustments
by means of small temperature steps would be unable to
keep up with the rapid change of the alignment score. In
fact, we frequently observed this phenomenon and the
resulting severe degradation of performance during our
preliminary testing of GibbsST. In other words, sudden
and large changes in the value of the goal function are the
most noteworthy features of TFBS discovery based on
Gibbs sampling, when its combination with simulated
tempering is considered.

This is only one example of the many possibilities of algo-
rithmic design that should be explored before GibbsST is
extended to other interesting problems of bioinformatics.
We confined our study to the simplest of the tempering
schemes and to elementary optimization of the tempera-

exp
( ( ) ( ))− − ( )U U

T

new alignment old alignment
7
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ture levels. Several improvements of the tempering
scheme itself [31-33] are yet to be tested. However, we
have secured a good starting point, TLC5, for exploration
that is validated for both synthetic and biological pro-
moter sequences. As evident in Figs. 3, 4, and 6, GibbsST
is most effective for hidden patterns that have a high level
of variation (d) compared to their length (Wm) This fact is
attributable to the shorter distance in the solution space
between highly variable patterns and background noise
compared to long and rigid patterns. This condition coin-
cides with objectives of biological interest: sequence
motifs with large variation. However, we were unable to
validate GibbsST in a so-called "twilight-zone" of
sequence pattern detection mainly because our test
scheme depends on the success of MEME, although it is
strongly anticipated that the performance gain in the twi-
light zone is even larger than that observed in the pre-
sented data. A better method of validation is necessary to
advance our method in this direction. This direction
should be advanced in combination with the better score
function, evaluation of sensitivity, and specificity in an
integrated manner.

Introduction of different methods into GibbsST is possi-
ble and promising. According to our preliminary test, the
overall efficiency of GibbsST with the best temperature
setting measured by the performance coefficient profile is
roughly comparable to that of GibbsMotifSampler [8], a
conventional Gibbs sampling method combined with a
sophisticated selection of initial parameters (called "Near-
optimum sampling"). Introduction of any successful ini-
tial alignment setting, not excluding the combinatorial
approaches [34,35], into GibbsST as a preprocessing stage
should be considered in the future as candidates for a very
efficient pattern discovery program.

Seed-based initialization in search methods, that is, a pre-
processing to find promising partial patterns, is quite use-
ful to highlight the advantage of GibbsST. Even when not
explicitly defined as such, all seed-based approaches
assume that all partially correct solutions in the search
space can be recognized and kept track of. In other words,
a seed-based approach always assumes the availability of
a complete catalog of all the deep basins illustrated in Fig.
1. Although nobody has ever reported any number statis-
tics of basins in the concrete score landscape of the local-
alignment problem, in some situations, such a catalog is
going to be difficult to create. Such a breakdown of seed-
based search methods is expected under two extreme con-
ditions: when the score of the target pattern is too close to
the noise-level, or the search space to be explored is sim-
ply immense. The first condition corresponds to the twi-
light zone. The second condition is mainly relevant to
complicated models like patterns with special types of
flexibility (e.g. variable length gaps). GibbsST can be

extended and will be useful to any patterns in important
subjects in bioinformatics (e.g. RNA and protein func-
tional motifs) that meet either or both of these two condi-
tions.

Conclusion
Our new algorithm for TFBS discovery, GibbsST, is based
on an adaptive adjustment of the search stringency and
shows a much increased resistance to local optima. By
combining Gibbs sampling and simulated tempering,
GibbsST creates a robust platform for difficult pattern
detection in biological sequences.

Methods
Algorithm details
Our current test code of GibbsST is implemented with the
following algorithmic details. The row to be updated is
selected in a round-robin fashion. The code internally pre-
pares the minus strands of all input sequences such that
the minus strands can be incorporated to the selection of
new segment positions, if necessary. As mentioned above,
the background model considers only the base composi-
tion (though the 2nd- or 3rd-order Markov model is fully
compatible with ST), and the base composition is
unchanged during the iteration. The temperature transi-
tion is carried out after each row update (other designs
were tested, but all yielded poorer performances). The
value of pseudocount in PWM is always fixed to 1.0 (a var-
iable pseudocount is troublesome because it has a similar
effect to variable T).

The value of Zi is numerically obtained by means of pre-
liminary sampling. Each temperature level needs 4000
steps of preliminary sampling, which is enough to obtain
equilibrium at each temperature. This preliminary Monte
Carlo phase may be omitted in the future by, for example,
a database of Zi for various conditions and interpolation
formulae. Since Gibbs sampling is a type of Monte Carlo
method, the pseudo random number generator is a crucial
element. We selected a generator called the Mersenne
twister [36], which is acclaimed for its fast generation and
excellent randomness (very weak short-term order).

The number, length, and initial value selection method
(random or Hamming distance based "seed") of inde-
pendent runs can be changed by runtime options. Also,
runtime options for temperature transition schemes are
available, including the classic mode(T = 1.0, for a con-
trol). The current code is principally designed for investi-
gation of local optima issues with many simplifications
(e.g. Wm must be specified by the user). Nevertheless, the
code would be practical enough for realistic TFBS discov-
ery if a proper combination of options is selected. A web
server of this code will be available [37].
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Preparation of synthetic data
The synthetic "TFBS" sequences in our synthetic dataset
were generated by adding d of random site mutations to a
randomly generated consensus sequence of Wm bp in
length. N of such synthetic sequences were implanted into
N of random background sequences each of which was
Wb bp long. The positions of the synthetic TFBS in these
"windows", yi, were also random, and the direction was
limited to the plus strand. When the value of d is large, the
synthetic "TFBS" approaches to the twilight-zone of detec-
tion, and the implant score is comparable to that of the
background noise; for large d, the implant is no longer
guaranteed to be the global optimum. This is a large prob-
lem for the current experimental design because it means
that the performance coefficient is no longer trustworthy.

To solve this problem, every synthetic promoter dataset
was filtered by MEME 3.0.3 [29], which is a popular and
reliable motif discovery tool. If the performance coeffi-
cient of MEME's answer was below a certain threshold
(0.95), the dataset was abandoned. In the most difficult
case, the acceptance rate of generated datasets was as low
as 1%. Alternatively, increasing N could avoid this prob-
lem. However, this approach was not adopted because we
wanted the N of synthetic dataset and biological datasets
matched to each other.

Preparation of biological data
The biological datasets were prepared as follows: begin-
ning from the transcription initiation point, 1000 bp
upstream regions were obtained from SCPD for each gene
regulated by the target transcription factors.  Removal of
non-target TFBS and low-complexity sequences were not
performed. The lists of correct binding sites were also
obtained from SCPD (many of them are on minus
strands). Minor manual editing was necessary on binding
sites with length variation for conformity between the
data and the current model (i.e. binding sites with varia-
ble length were removed). Then, a number of windows
were randomly selected from these upstream regions such
that each window contained at least one complete TFBS.
The width of the windows (Wb) was fixed to 600 bp, and
the number of windows was adjusted such that an appro-
priate level of sensitivity was available.
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